
experimenting  with  spiral  and  this  time  overlapping  two  but  getting  too  dark

07090:   "finding   a   moment   of   calm   in   my   dutch   study   and   painting   again 

mountain village festivity"

probably before becoming nuns and at last photographing two other girls during the 

neighbours during a dinner out in the garden and two girls singing in the church 

10101:   "finally   photographing   my   new   acquaintances   in   the   mountains   like   my 

and later protect her eggs"

going through a mutation in her quest to get more in contact with the male body 

spending the winter in holland and describing the life of invisible chameleon also 

08080:   "fable   inspired   by   the   many   documentaries   watched   on   animals   while 

inside"

background   cutting   open   the   smaller   tubes   of   colours   to   finish   the   painting 

painting  and  this  time  doing  a  double  spiral  and  maintaining  a  rather  simple 

07089: "proceeding to experiment with a more dynamic blue spiral going across the 

through france again annotating radio songs while driving"

visit florian listening to him teaching violin to his daughter before driving back 

having to annotate them on paper while driving and also stopping on the way to 

nephew before driving back to holland listening many songs in the radio despite 

venice with myrthe's brother family and later shortly in the contrada and with my 

03094: "songs collected in the autumn visiting once again italy and staying in 

living despite the constantly gray weather"

myrthe anxieties for the pregnancy soon however turned into good and harmonious 

holiday in the netherlands only feeling a bit down after his departure and facing 

04102:  "a  period  feeling  very  happy  with  august  on  my  side  during  christmas 

get on the plane"

with sidewalk trash and venturing alos to pick some fireworks despite having to 

amsterdam stadium all the way to the center finding a lot of ghetto areas filled 

11180: "left alone now awaiting for my plane to sweden talking a long walk from 

in the amstel area"

then to amsterdam finding a good dry weather and a good road with plenty of trash 

holiday  but  finding  them  mostly  wet  till  at  last  going  first  to  maastricht  and 

11179:  "walking  a  lot  with  august  in  different  dutch  cities  during  christmas 

netherlands and a bit in italy during my short trips there"

11178:   "a   period   with   a   lot   of   rain   picking   trash   seldom   mostly   in   the 

light colors"

undertake and making it quite simple this time trying to give light to it with 

07088: "painting executed now feeling more willing without any renovation work to 



also during a sunny day over next to the flooded river"

very  shortly  in  stockholm  during  a  brief  visit  and  mostly  filming  in  culemborg 

many places but filming intensively when i did like in utrecht otherwise filming 

13144: "films of public space captured in the netherlands not really going to so 

animals and humans"

there with both august and myrthe taking good walks and seeing a combination of 

17085:  "clouds   recognized   traveling   to   my   native   village   in   the   alps   keeping 

red circle at the bottom and insisting painting the gray with the silver on top"

07092: "again a painting with both the drop and the spiral but now making a large 

spiral tendency but recovering the drop and still using a similar color palette"

me  in  my  study  also  waiting  for  baby  livia  to  get  born  and  now  continuing  my 

07091: "painting taking advantage of the constantly gray dutch weather confining 

evening almost daily"

reading  now  both  online  newspapers  in  the  morning  and  watching  the  news  in  the 

several   natural   calamities   striking   the   world   with   mudslides   and   bad   weather 

12138: "several casualties still in the middle east with suicide bombs but also 

but light rain"

running to fast and always on the same country road to the dike finding no wind 

weather   and   letting   him   walk   several   times   to   catch   his   breath   never   really 

06072: "a christmas period running quite frequently with august despite the dutch 

fading degrees of blue"

colors  also  resulting  in  a  not  so  good  filtering  unable  to  distinguish  all  the 


